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Forming Application 

Forming in Auto Index 
Try our AUTO-INDEX forming tool. Making a good use of the rotatable function, we design a tool which could 

provide a multiple result. The below shows two bends obtained by a single set of INDEX LANCE. You see a slight 

difference between the right and the left. 

 

 

 

 

 

   

The height and the angle of folding are 

not same between A and B.  

(1) Cut off the hatched area.  (2) Create the extrusive holes.  

(3) Bend the pieces using the different area in the INDEX LANCE tool.   

The specially-designed tool has the space 

for the extrusions.  

To bend later Extrusive hole To bend later 
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MTL Recommendable 

ER DIE – for a better nibbling result 
ER Die provides a uniform clearance to punch. Corners’ burrs and the undesired backside extrusions 

during nibbling operation could reduce. 

    

How better could ER Die than non-ER Die be? See how small a byproduct of burrs are. 
 

 

 

NOTE 
1. The backside of the corners cut with ER DIE is rounded. The larger the clearance is, the larger the corner R is. 

2. MTL’s ER Die functions well only with MURATA punch. 

 

Non-ER DIE: 

The clearances at the corner are 

larger than the other area. 

ER DIE: 

Die’s corners are differently 

rounded from punch’s. A 

perfectly uniform clearance is 

attained. 

* Use MTL standard punch. 

* No price increase. 

* Just add the term ER to the die in PO. 

SUS 304 and corner burrs (mm) 

Non-ER Die ER Die ER Die Non-ER Die 

SUS 304 and nibbling burrs (mm) 

Front side of the corner cut by ER Die. Backside of the corner cut by non-ER. 

Backside of the corner cut 

by ER Die 


